Meetings of the Society, 1981–82

Monday, 14 December 1981, at 7.30 pm, S MAXWELL, MA, President, in the Chair.
The ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:
Mrs Daisy Nan Bailey, BA, MA; Robert Beck, MRCVS; Kenneth Danby Connock, BMus, FTCL, ARCM; Angelo D M Forte, MA, LLB; James Ian Sutherland Gallacher, BSc, FCA; Ms Heather Hilton; Philip John Lankester, BSc, MA, ARICS; Robert Graeme Lawson, BA, PhD; Mrs Marjory McB Carter Mason; Robert Cowie Masson; Ms Catharine Millar, BSc, AMA; Alexander Douglas Moffat, LLB, WS; Ewan Skinner Murray; Mrs Hilary Karen Murray, BA, PhD; Daniel Peter Justin McCarthy, TD, MB, ChB, BL; Miss Lesley Macinnes, MA; David Charles Pollock, BA; Bruno del Priore, PhD, ARIBA, ARIAS; Ian Kenneth Mackenzie Ridland; Archibald Kerr Smith; Ms Margaret C Solly, MA; R Michael Spearman, MA; Miss Anne Spencer-Edwards; Hubert Philip John Trevor; William Mark Turnbull, DipTP, MRTPI; Clive Wainwright; Richard David Edward Welander, BA, Dip Cons; Mark Edward Wickham-Jones; Ms Elizabeth Cameron Willsher, MA, Dip Ed; Iain George Wilson; Peter Alexander Yeoman, BA, Cert Arch.

The following Communication was read:
Crosses and interlace, by R B K Stevenson, CBE, MA, DLitt, FSA, FSA Scot.

Monday, 11 January 1982, at 5.30 pm, S MAXWELL, MA, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
Pictish Christian Iconography, by Mrs Isabel Henderson, MA, PhD, FSA Scot.

Monday, 8 February 1982, at 5.30 pm, S MAXWELL, MA, President, in the Chair.
The ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:
Miss Jennifer Georgean Blakebell, MA; Ronald William Brash, MA; Mrs Branda Mairi Brittain; Ms Morag Farquharson; Martin James Fletcher; Christopher John Gardiner, BTech; Miss Lesley Gray; Ms Hazel McDonald Hamilton; Mrs Jane Penrice How; Felix Hudson, FGA, CMBHI; Albert MacKinnon Lamb; Ms Jennifer Anne Lee, BA; Robert Leighton, MA; David Carnegie Leslie, ARIBA, ARIAS; André de Mandach, Docteur ès Lettres, Séminaire des langues et littératures romanes; Mrs Penelope Jane Murray, MA; Raymond John McCabe; James Edward McCann, BSc; Ian MacLagan, LLB; Alexander Canaday McLeod, AB, MD, FACP; Miss Claire M McManus, MA; Ronald William Grant Macpherson, TD; Peter Allan Oliver, BSc, CEng, FICE; James Copeland Purdie; Colin Ernest Robertson, MB, ChB, MRCP; Mrs H M J Robinson, MA; Andrew Sharp, MA; Miss Elizabeth J Sharratt, MA; Ms Muriel Thomson, MA; Mrs Christine Patricia Whiteley, MA, ATCL, LTCL, MRST; John J Wilson, MA, MSc, DipEd; Miss Alice Esther Woodward, ALI; Mrs Mabel Cook Wyllie, BA.

The following Communication was read:
The excavation and reconstruction of Camster long chambered cairn, Caithness, by L J Masters, MA, FSA, FSA Scot.

Monday, 22 February 1982, at 7.30 pm, S MAXWELL, MA, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
Early historic fortifications in Scotland, a progress report, by L Alcock, MA, FSA, FRSE, FRHistS, FSA Scot.

Monday, 8 March 1982, at 5.30 pm, S MAXWELL, MA, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
The mapping of the Scottish landscape in the 18th and 19th centuries, by D M Munro, BSc, FSA Scot.

Monday, 12 April 1982, at 7.30 pm, A FENTON, MA, BA, DLitt, Vice-President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
The tournament of The Wild Knight and The Black Lady, by A V B Norman, BA, FSA, FSA Scot.
Monday, 11 October 1982, at 5.30 pm, S Maxwell, MA, President, in the Chair.
The ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:
James Seymour Adam; Nicolas George Allen, MA, DipTP; Mrs Lin P D Barnetson, MA; Norbert
Baum; Ms Eleanor Barnett Bell; Christopher T Boam, BA; Stephen Dominic Boyle, MA; Mrs M Bruce;
James David Cameron, MBE, CStJ, TD; Ms Fiona Margaret Campbell, MA; Ian Campbell, BA, MA;
Ian Lachlan Campbell, BA, MSc; Ms Helen Elizabeth Clark, BEd; Ms Ann Clarke, MA; Eoin McBeth
Cox; Roger George Craik, MA, LLB, QC; Mrs P C E Cross, BA; Michael Cuthbert, BA, PhD; Mrs
Valerie Evelyn Dean; Hon Caroline Douglas-Home; Mrs Janet Mary Storie Dunbar, DA; Rev James
Duncan; Gordon John Ewart, BA, DipEd; Derek Andrew Fewster; Alexander Duff Forbes, BA; George
Patrick Fox; Samuel Frizell, BA, EdM, JD; Jesse Herbert Grant, BSc, MSc; Sir Patrick Alexander
Benedict Grant, Bart; Ivor Reginald Guild, MA, LLB, WS; David Warden Hay, MA; Fraser David
Henning; Andrew Forbes Hill, MA; John Christopher Hodgson; Ms Jill Kendrick, BA; Peter Neville
Lamprell-Jarrett, KCSG, KCHS, PPIAAS, FFB, FRSA; Ms Stephanie Large, BA; John Henry Lewis,
BSc; Brian Lilley, FIMLS; Andrew Owen Lindsay, MA, DipEd, BPhil; Andrew George Martynoga,
MB, BS, MRCP; Rory Hew Duncan Montgomerie, BA; John Sinclair Morgan; Ms Meta Elizabeth
Cecilia Jane Muir, MA; Colin Munro; Douglas F Murdock, BA, MBA; Miss Fiona Katherine Boyd
Macalister, BSc; Bruce Anson McAndrew, BSc, PhD, CChem, FRSC; Charles Joseph Paul McAuley;
Ms Agnes Weir McDonald, BA, MA; Major Andrew Macdonald, TD, FDS, HDD, LDS, RCS; Mrs
Patricia Macdonald, SGN, SRN; Victor James Macdonald-Evans, MLJ, MISM, InstAM; Major Colin
McElduff, FRGS, FRAI; Archibald McKenzie McGregor, MB, ChB, MRCGP; Ms Jacqueline Isobel
McKinley, BTech; Rev William John Macintyre, MA, BD, DD; Iain Aonghus MacKechnie, MA;
Mrs Gwen MacLeod; Rev Gordon Calderwood Macpherson, MA, BD, ThM; R Ross Noble, MA;
Miss Natalie Anne Palk; Mrs Elizabeth Rannie, BA; Angus J Ray, BA; Kenneth Neville Reed, BSc;
Donald Buchanan Robertson, QC, BL; William Duncan Robertson, MA; John Elliot Rogerson; I W
Rowlands, BA, MA; Niall MacPherson Sharples, MA; Derek V C Shipley; Ms Betty L B Silvie, AB,
MA, EdD; Douglas Simpson, BA, BSc, MICE; Mrs Rosalind Jane Taylor, BA, BArch; William Stewart
Thain, MA; Stewart Tod, DA, ARIBA, ARIAS; Peter Topping, BA; Robert Alexander Watt; William
Geddie Watt, MA; William Kelly Waugh; Comyn Webster; Brian Richard Martin White; David Geoffrey
Williamson; George Williamson, BSc, DipEd; Peter Willis, BArch, PhD, FRIBA; William J Windram,
LLB; Harry Wordon; Jonathan Wordsworth, MA.
The following Communication was read:
Roman and native in central Scotland: excavations at the Leckie Broch, Stirlingshire, by E W MacKie,
BA, PhD, FSA, FSA Scot.

Monday, 8 November 1982, at 5.30 pm, S Maxwell, MA, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
The Acts for ‘Restraining the use of tartan and highland dress’ 1746–82: the facts behind the fictions,
by M MacDonald, BSc, PhD, FSA Scot.